
ROOT MOTIVATION – THE GAME THAT BOOSTS MOTIVATION AT WORK. 

What motivates one employee can demotivate another, something that players of ROOT  
MOTIVATION will learn. In each round, the leader motivates their employee to perform a task: 
work overtime; learn a new process, etc.
The rules are simple: the more the leader gets to know their employee, the better arguments 
they can use to motivate him or her during their discussion. The game allows players to score  
points for each valid argument, or based on a subjective assessment by the employee in which  
he or she rates the discussion.

Benefits for the Players:

 You will learn to assign tasks more efficiently.
 Your motivational discussions will become more effective.
 You will learn to better adapt your choice of motivations and incentives to the requirements 

 of the situation.
 You will be able to build your team’s commitment and the completion of their tasks.
 You will learn to be more aware of what motivates you and your employees.
 You will gain greater knowledge of your managers’ individual skillsets.
 You will see your recruitment process become increasingly efficient.

User opinions:

–  The game allows better understanding each other on a human level. It builds 
 a relationship and mutual respect for each other’s needs.
–  The game is the source of valuable feedback for both players and their superiors.
–  The game shows the manager how to personalize their approach to employees.



Why New Players Poland?
We are a creative, competent and passionate team of business coaches with 20 years of experience  
working with a variety of organisations. We are well aware of the development needs of both 
large corporations and small businesses, and for many years we have been successful in training 
and coaching employees. We offer advice and provide regular mentoring sessions at senior level.  
We appreciate that all participants of development sessions need support to implement changes 
in their workplace routines. We realize that the key to success is to consolidate what we teach  
in training by replicating all the acquired skills in real-life work conditions.
We started to ask ourselves what would help our clients to apply and refresh their acquired know-
ledge in the most engaging and enjoyable way? What would help to promote new approaches 
to problem-solving without taking employees away from their workplace for additional training? 
What would assist employees with ensuring that new skills become second-nature?
POST-TRAINING GAMES are the solution! 

Any questions? Please contact us! 
tel. +48 698 166 890

New Players Poland Sp. z o.o.
www.newplayers.pl

education for business, business for education

 @newplayerspoland 

 @newplayerspl 


